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Several problems in finite semigroup theory and its applications ask for effective algorithms 
to decide whether a given finite semigroup belongs to the semidirect product V* W of pseudo- 
varieties V and W for which such algorithms are known. Much work has been done with the 
special case Y * D, where D is the class of all finite semigroups S such that se = e for e, s E S with 
e2=e. A new approach is proposed to treat these problems. First, note that similar problems 
may be phrased for suitable varieties. Then, translate results back to pseudovarieties. This 
method is illustrated with simple proofs of Simon’s theorem SI *D = LSI and Therien and Weiss’s 
characterization of Corn *D (where SI and Corn denote the pseudovarieties of all finite semi- 
lattices and commutative semigroups, respectively) as well as the solution of some equations in 
X of the form X * V= W. 
1. Introduction 
In the study of finite semigroups and monoids and its applications, the notion of 
a ‘pseudovariety’ plays an important role. By a pseudovariety of algebras of a given 
type, we mean a class of finite algebras of that type which is closed under the forma- 
tion of homomorphic images, subalgebras and finitary direct products. A number 
of connections between the theory of pseudovarieties and the classical theory of 
varieties have been pointed out by several authors. Eilenberg and Schtitzenberger 
[lo] show that pseudovarieties are ultimately defined by identities. Ash [5] (see also 
Rhodes [15]) gives a more convenient framework for this result, by showing how 
to obtain pseudovarieties by means of set-theoretic operations on varieties. Reiter- 
man [ 141 (see also Banaschewski [6] and Almeida [3]) gives a different way of look- 
ing at pseudovarieties by establishing that they become equational classes (relative 
to a certain class) in an enlarged algebraic type. Our paper [4] contains an overview 
of all of these general results on pseudovarieties. 
In this paper, we illustrate the use of Ash’s results in the study of semidirect pro- 
ducts of pseudovarieties of semigroups. Many problems in finite semigroup theory 
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consist of the effective determination of the semidirect product V* W of two 
pseudovarieties V and W for which the membership problem is decidable. The 
Krohn-Rhodes decomposition theorem [12] led to questions of this kind, many of 
which remain open, such as the decidability of group complexity of finite semi- 
groups (cf. Tilson [19]). The theory of rational languages has also led to such pro- 
blems, the best-known being the effective characterization of locally testable 
languages via the solution of the above problem for Sl *D where SI and D denote, 
respectively, the classes of all finite semilattices and all finite semigroups S such that 
se = e for all e, s E S with e2 = e. Recently, Straubing 1171 showed that each class of 
languages in a so-called dot-depth hierarchy corresponds (according to Eilenberg 
[9]) to a pseudovariety of the form V*D. 
Seeking to take advantage of the connections with language theory, most authors 
have used a combination of language and semigroup methods to obtain results on 
semidirect products. Our approach involves the formulation and solution of the cor- 
responding problem for varieties followed by translation of results back to pseudo- 
varieties. Thus, the general question concerning us here amounts to a 
characterization - say in terms of a (finite) basis of identities and a criterion to deter- 
mine when an identity is satisfied - of the semidirect product I/* W of two given 
varieties I/ and IV. This problem does not admit a universal solution, even in case 
both V and W admit finite bases of identities (cf. Irastorza [ll]). 
The results presented here include a study of the relationships between the opera- 
tions of semidirect product for varieties and for pseudovarieties. We then consider 
a number of specific examples of semidirect products of varieties, providing, for 
most of them, a finite basis of identities, a generating set consisting of finite semi- 
groups, and an algorithm to decide whether a given identity holds in such a semi- 
direct product. Since our main results concern varieties of the form V * D,, where 
D, is the class of all semigroups S such that ts=s for all s E S” and t E S, our 
arguments use the language of graphs as has been the case with many other authors 
(cf. Simon [ 161, Trahtman [21], Straubing [ 171, Tilson [20]). Our methods yield 
simple proofs of Simon’s characterization of SI *D [ 161 and of Therien and Weiss’s 
characterization of Corn *D [18] where Corn denotes the class of all finite com- 
mutative semigroups. We also consider some equations of the form X* V= W. 
A preliminary version of this paper was presented at the informal seminar on 
semigroups organized by J. Rhodes during the International Congress of Mathema- 
ticians at Berkeley. 
2. Preliminaries 
To a class of algebras of a given type, the operators H, S, P, P,, and Pow 
associate respectively the classes of all homomorphic images, subalgebras, direct 
products, finitary direct products and direct powers of members of the class. A class 
closed under H, S and P is called a variety. A generalized variety is a class closed 
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under H, S, Pfin and Pow. A class of finite algebras closed under H, S and Pfin is 
said to be a pseudovariety. It turns out that the generalized varieties are precisely 
the (upper) directed unions of varieties and the pseudovarieties are all classes con- 
sisting of the finite members of given generalized varieties (cf. [5]). For a variety 
V and a set X, F,(X) denotes the V-free algebra on the set X. 
Let (S, +> and (T, . > be semigroups and suppose a left action of T’ on S is 
given, i.e., a monoid homomorphism v,: T ’ + End S from T’ into the monoid of 
endomorphisms of S is given, where endomorphisms of S are written on the left. 
The semidirect product S *cp T is the semigroup with support set the Cartesian 
product SX T and operation given by 
61, tm27 t21= @1+ t,s,, flf2) 
where t,s2 represents v)(t,)(s2). (This is what Eilenberg [9] calls a ‘left unitary’ semi- 
direct product. As argued by Tilson [20], this product is much better behaved and 
it is the one of real interest.) .We will usually omit reference to the homomorphism 
v, and write simply S * T for the corresponding semidirect product. 
Let VZr and VZ2 be two classes of semigroups of one of the following three kinds: 
variety, generalized variety and pseudovariety. We define the semidirect product 
‘I??~ * g2 to be the least class of the same kind containing all semidirect products 
Sr *S2 with Sic pi (i= 1,2). Since there is an isomorphism 
JJICsi* Ti)- II si 
-(ier )*(i!IT) 
with the component-wise action on the right side, we see that, in all cases, 
K?r * 6?2=HS{Sr *&I S,E VZi (i= 1,2)}. 
In particular, if @r and g2 are varieties, %‘r * K$ is the same class whether we con- 
sider 8, and iYZ2 as varieties or as generalized varieties. Moreover, since ‘8; G gDi 
(i= 1,2) implies @Y, * e2 C G#r * gZ, the semidirect product behaves well with respect 
to directed unions: if @7;= n { %?j: jeJi} is a directed union (i= 1,2), then 
provided the kind of classes being considered is closed under directed unions, which, 
by the above, is the case for generalized varieties and for pseudovarieties. By our 
restriction of considering only left unitary actions, 8r * g2 is also generated by the 
wreath products Sr 0 S2 (Si E pi) and so * defines an associative operation on each 
of the three types of classes (cf. 120, Appendix A]). 
We say that a class of algebras is locally finite if every finitely generated algebra 
in it is finite. For a class g of algebras, ?ZF denotes the class of all finite members 
of VZ. 
Proposition 2.1. A generalized variety W is locally finite if and only if it is generated 
by WF. 
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Proof. Since every generalized variety is generated by its finite members (for this 
is the case, as is well known, with varieties), clearly W is generated by WF when- 
ever W is locally finite. 
Conversely, suppose W is a generalized variety generated by its finite members. 
Let RE W be finitely generated. Then there exist Si, . . . ,S, E IV, sets I,, . . . ,I,, a 
subalgebra U of S= SF x 1.. x S: and an onto homomorphism v, : U-t R. Let 
nk:S+Sf and let 
&,;:S+%, f-f(i) 
be the natural projection. Since R is finitely generated, we may assume U is 
generated by a finite set B. 
Consider the equivalence relation =k on Ik defined by i’k j if f(i) =f( j) for all 
f E 7zk(B). Since Sk and B are finite, there are only a finite number of =k-classes. 
Let Jk be a =k-cross section of zk, and let 
e:s-tspx..-xs,J” 
be the natural projection. We claim 8 is injective on U. Indeed, if U, u E U and 
e(2.4) = e(u), then ?rk [e(u)](i) = nk[8(u)](i) for all i E Jk (k = 1, . . . , n), so that the same 
equality holds for all i E Ik (k = 1, . . . , n), yielding U= u. Hence U is finite and, 
therefore, so is R. 0 
Of course, Proposition 2.1 is not valid for varieties instead of generalized 
varieties. For instance, the variety Corn of all commutative semigroups is generated 
by Corn = ComF but it is not locally finite. 
Let I/ and W be varieties of semigroups. For a set X, a semigroup T, and a 
mapping 8 :X-+ T, consider the left action of T on S = F,(T’ xX) defined by 
t&x) = (ts, x) and the associated semidirect product S * T. We denote by E( V, 8) the 
subsemigroup of S * T generated by the set {R: XE X} where X= ((Lx), e(x)). 
Theorem 2.2. If 8,:X- F,(X) is the inclusion mapping, then E( V, 8,) is iso- 
morphic to F,,,(X). 
Proof. We show that the mapping X-+ E( I’, 8x) given by x H K has the appropriate 
universal property. Let R E I/* Wand let v, : X -+ R be any mapping. Then there are 
semigroups SE V, TE Wand U such that U is a subsemigroup of a semidirect pro- 
duct S * T and there is an onto homomorphism TC : U-+ R. Let < : X--+ U be such that 
n 0 < = q. Thus, we have a mapping < : X-t S * T, say given by r(x) = ((i(x), &(x)) 
(XEX). 
We must show there is a unique homomorphism c: E( V, 8x) + S * T such that 
f(,~) = r(x) (xEX). Of course, there is at most one such homomorphism which is 
given by 
e(xl~~...~~)=T(xl>T(x2)...5(x,) (XjEX). 
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We show that the function r given by this formula is well defined. 
By the universal property of F,(X), there is a homomorphism 
& : F,(X) -+ T 
such that f*(x) =&(x) (x~ X). Then, by the universal property of 
F,~FHJ(X)’ xX1, 
there is a homomorphism fI from this semigroup into S such that 
e,(Cx) = r;(t)51(x) 
(the result of the action of c*(t) E W’ on cl(x) ES) for any t E (F,(X))’ and XEX. 
NOW, ifx, ,..., x,EXandRil...Rir=xj ,__. Zj, inc(V,/,x), then 
(l,xj,)+(xjl,xiz)+“‘+(xj, .*.x,_,,x&) 
=(l,x,,)+(xj,,xj,)+.“+(Xj, *..xj,_,~xjs)9 
Xi, . . . Xi, = Xj, . . . xj, . 
Applying to both members of these equations rt and r;, respectively, and using the 
above conditions on these homomorphisms, we obtain 
Tl(xi,) + t2(xi,)tl(x~z) + “* + t2txil) ... 52(xi,_l)tl(xi,) 
=51(xj,)+~2(xj,>~l(xj,)+~“+r2<xj,>...r2<xj, ,)tl(xjs), 
tt2txi,) *-- 52txir) =t2txjI) *-. 52Cxjs)* 
These relations yield 
C(xi,) *** ttxi,) = Ttxj,> .** tCxj,> 
as claimed. 0 
Corollary 2.3. If V and W are locally finite generalized varieties, then 
(V* W)F=VF* WF 
and V * W is also locally finite. 
Proof. Since (V * W)F is a pseudovariety and it contains S * T for all SE VF and 
TE WF, clearly VF * WF c (V * W)F. 
On the other hand, if F is finitely generated V* W-free, then, by Theorem 2.2, 
F is a subsemigroup of a semidirect product F,[F,(X)’ xX] * F,(X) where X is 
finite. Since V and W are locally finite, it follows that F is finite. 0 
Before stating and proving a result which will be used repeatedly in the sequel, 
we introduce some further notation. 
For a set X, we denote by Xc (respectively X*) the free semigroup (respectively 
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monoid) on X. Elements of X* are viewed as words on the alphabet (or set of 
variables) X. An identity for semigroups is a pair (v, w) of words in some X+ 
usually indicated as “the identity u = w” which should not be confused with a state- 
ment of equality between the words v and w. The identity v= w is said to hold in 
a semigroup S and we write SEV= w if, for every homomorphism @:X+ + S, 
y?v = VW. An identity is trivial if it holds in every semigroup. 
For a set 2 of identities, [Z] denotes the variety of all semigroups which satisfy 
all the identities in Z. If instead of words we use ‘implicit operations’, we are led 
to the corresponding notions of pseudoidentity and pseudovariety l[Z ] of all finite 
semigroups which satisfy all the pseudoidentities in 2. The reader is referred to [14] 
for these topics. For our present purposes, we just mention that each word WEX+ 
defines an operation on every semigroup S of arity the cardinality 1x1 of X where, 
for an X-indexed family (s,),,~ of elements of S, w((s,),,~) =9(w) where 
v, : X’ + S is the unique homomorphism such that p(x) = s, for every x E X. Most 
implicit operations we will be using are obtained by composition of these with the 
unary operation x ++ xw where, for a finite semigroup S and s E S, so represents the 
idempotent in the subsemigroup generated by s. 
A network is a quintuple (V, H, a, cc), c) where (I/,/l) is a directed graph with set 
of vertices I/ and set of arrows A, a and CO are two distinguished vertices called 
source and sink respectively, and c is a (capacity) function on A with positive integer 
values. 
For a word w, c,(w) denotes the set of all factors of w of length n. We also write 
c(w) for cl(w). By h,(w) and t,(w) we represent, respectively, the left factor and the 
right factor of w of length n (in case the length 1 WI of w is at least n; otherwise 
h,(w) and t,(w) are not defined). We denote by N,(w) the network 
(c,(w), c,+ I(W), h,(w), t,(w), ca) 
where v E c,+ t(w) is an arrow from h,(v) to t,(v) and p(v) = 1 WI, is the number of 
occurrences of u as a factor of w. 
Let N= (V, E, a, cu, c) be a network in which V is a set of words of length n, E is 
a set of words of length n + 1 and e E E is an arrow from vt to v2 if and only if 
vt = h,(e) and v2 = t,(e). We say that N admits a traversal w if N= N,(w). 
We write N,(u)B,,~N~(v) if the networks N,(U) and N,,(v) have the same under- 
lying directed graph, source and sink, and, for z E c,+ t(u), either 1~ lz = IO/, , or both 
/ul,, lvl,rm and Iulz= 1~1, (mod k). This condition on 1~1, and IvI, will be abbre- 
viated by ~u~~B,,JvI~. In the following, the varieties 
and 
Corn,,, k =[Xy=yX,X’n+Lp] 
D,=[yxt . ..x.=x1 . ..x.] 
will play an important role. 
Theorem 2.4. Let k, m, n and g be integers with kz 0, m, n > 0 and gz n + 2. Then 
a nontrivial identity u = v holds in F,-,,,~k*Dn(g) if and only if N,,(~)tl,,~N,,(v). 
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Proof. Let u = u be a nontrivial identity with c(uu) = {xl,. . . ,x,.1, say u =xi, . . . xi, 
and U =Xjl . . . Xj,. In this proof, we will write V for Com,,k and F for FCOm,,kSDn(g). 
SupposeN,(u)B,,,N,(u). LetSE V, T~D,,andlets~~S, tiET(i=l,...,r). Then, 
since TED,, 
~(S~,+t~,S~,+t~,fi2S~3+*~~+tj,~~~t~nSin+,+ti2~~~C~n+,S~n+Z+~~~~tjg~niI 1.. tip) 
and we have a similar expression for v’= u((+, tl), . . , , (s,, t,)). Since h,(u) = h,(u), 
Sil 4 ti,Si24 “’ + ti, ... tin_,Sin=Sjr f tjISjz+ “’ + tj, ... tj”~,Sj,, 
and, since t,(u) = t,Ju), 
For ZEC,+~ (4, I42477,A~ and so, if the term tl, . . . t,,x,“+, appears respectively a 
and fi times in the expressions given above for the first components of U’ and u’, 
then a13,,,/3. Since SE V, it follows that u’= u’. Hence V’* D, E u = u. In particular, 
FEU=V. 
Conversely, suppose FLU = u. Then, of course tJu)= t,(u) since FDn(n) is a 
homomorphic image of F. Observe that I/: w1 = w2 if and only if j~v~j~8,,~~w~~, 
for all XE c(wI w2). In the following we use freely the characterization of F given by 
Theorem 2.2. 
Let (d,,...,ii,+2 > be the free generators of F described just before Theorem 2.2. 
Substituting d, for xi, (t = 1, . . . , n) and 0, + , for every other variable, from FE u = v 
we deduce that the terms (1, a,), (a,, a2), .. . , (aI . . . a,_ I, a,) appear in the first 
component of the resulting value for U, and so the same must happen with v since 
these pairs are V-independent; whence h,(u)=h,(o) since (a,, . . . ,~l~_ ,] are D,- 
independent. NOW, if z E c, + I(U), Z =Xi,Xi,+, . . . Xi,+, substitute different d,, for 
distinct Xi/l (/3 = 1, . . . , t f n) and another S, for all other variables. Then, the term 
(%..V%,+~_,Y*a,+n ) appears (~1, times in the first component of the resulting value 
for U. Whence I~[,e,,,,\u[,. Hence N,,(u)8,,,N,(u). 0 
Corollary 2.5. Let k, m and n be integers with kz 0 and m, n > 0 and let u = v be 
an identity. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Com,,k*DnF==u; 
(b) N,(u)e,,,N,(0). D 
3. The variety Corn *D, 
We now present several ways of describing the variety Corn *D,. 
Let u and u be words such that Nn(u)=Iv,(u) and N,(U) looks as follows 
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(source) l c-. * *. . e-m (sink) (3.1) 
A...../” 
where the indicated three paths linking source and sink have each length at most 
n + 1. Thus, u has length at most 4n + 3. We let T,, denote the set of all identities 
u = u with u and u as above in the variables x1, . . . ,x4,,+s. Then T, is a finite set. Of 
course, the identity 
Xl . ..x.yx1 . ..x.zx,...x,=x, . ..x.zx, . ..x.yx,...x, 
(where y =x, + I and z =x,+~) lies in T, (source = sink =x1 . . . x,). But there are 
many other identities to be considered according to possible overlappings, such as, 
at one extreme, 
Xl . ..x.z1y, .. . yntx, . ..X.Z2Yl . . . yn 
=x1 . ..X.Z2Yl . ..yntx. . ..x.z1y, . . . Yn 
and, corresponding to short paths from source to sink, 
(3.2) 
(x 1 ...xJ71+‘x, . ..x.y(x1 ...x,)mxl . ..XP 
1 (x 1 . . . x,)“x, I.. x,y(x, . . . ,)“‘+ lx, . . . XP 
where n=mr+p, O<r<n. 
For a set Z of identities and an identity u = u, L’k u = u means that, for every semi- 
group S, S E_Z implies SE u = u. 
Theorem 3.1. For a nontrivial identity u = u, thefollowing conditions are equivalent: 
(a) Com*D,i=u=u; 
(b) N,,(u) = N,(u) (decision procedure for the identities of Corn x; 0,); 
(c) Fcom,,,, 1 *D,, (n+2)k==u wherem>max{(u~,,~u~,}forany.z~c,+,(u)Uc,+,(u) 
(finite ‘test’ semigroups); 
(d) T,I-u = u (finite basis of identities). 
Proof. We have (a) * (c) since Fco,J,l,,.o,,(n+2)~Com *D,. By Theorem 2.4, we 
have (c) * (b). The implication (b) * (a) amounts to an easy calculation in a semi- 
direct product of the same type as the one made for the proof of Theorem 2.4. For 
(d) * (b), it suffices to use the completeness theorem for equational logic (see, e.g., 
[8]) observing that each of the usual algebraic deduction rules preserves the condi- 
tion N,(u)=N,,(u). To complete the proof, we show that (b) * (d). 
Suppose u = u is a counter-example for (b) = (d) with 1~ 1 minimal. By the mini- 
mality of 1~1, we may assume that the underlying digraph of N,(U) is strongly con- 
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netted (in the sense that, if wr and w2 are any two vertices, then there is a directed 
path from wr to wz). Indeed, N,(U) must be a (directed) chain of strongly connected 
components since it admits the traversal U; each such component corresponds to 
factors ui and Di of u and u, respectively, these factors appear in the same order in 
u and o, and consecutive factors overlap by a factor of length n - 1; since T,,, does 
not allow changes in h, or t, of a word and /uI is minimal, there can be only one 
strongly connected component. (This argument is borrowed from [21].) 
Then h,(u) =h,(u) and h,, ,(u)# h,, ,(u). Since N,,(U) is strongly connected, 
there is a shortest prefix ur of u such that h,, I(o) E c,+ ,(u,) and there is an occur- 
rence of t,(u,) to the left of h,+,(u). Then, the section of N,(U) read by U, looks 
as follows: 
(source) . +------------__ . (sink) 
But, either the paths involved are short and N,(ur) is an instance of the networks 
used to define T,, or they are long, and so they can be obtained by substituting 
appropriate words for some variables in an identity from T, corresponding to a 
shortened version N,(u,). Hence N,(u,) can be traversed following h,, 1(o) first, so 
that Tnk u = u’ with h,, 1(u’) = h,, 1(u). Therefore, cancelling the first letter from 
U’ and o, we obtain words U; and ur such that N,(u;)=N,(u,). By the minimality 
of Iz.1, we deduce Tnt-uu;=ul, whence T, + u = u. Hence there can be no counter- 
example for (b) * (d). q 
Let D= Unzl D,, D = DF, D, = D,“, and Corn = ComF. 
Theorem 3.2. For each integer n, Corn *D, = (Corn * D,)F. 
Proof. We have Corn * D, c (Corn *Dn)F directly from the definitions of the 
operators - * - and -F. However, since Corn is not locally finite, we may not 
invoke Corollary 2.3 to establish the equality of these two pseudovarieties. 
Let SE (Corn * D,)F. Then there exist positive integers m and k such that 
SEx’fl+kzxm. Also, there is an integer r and a surjective homomorphism 
V, :Fc~~*D, (r) + S. Let A = {x1, . . . , xn} and let A,={wEA+: IwI=n>. 
Consider the digraph d, with set of vertices A, and an arrow u -+ u whenever 
t,_ I(u) = in_ 1(u). Since d, is finite, there is an integer M such that, for each arrow 
in A,, there are less than M directed cycles in A, containing it. 
Now, let U, WEA+ with lwl =n+ 1 and suppose Iul,> 1 +M(m+k). Then, the 
arrow i,(w) * t,(w) has capacity I 1 +M(m + k) in N,(U), and so it must be con- 
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tained in at least M(m + k) directed cycles. Since there are less than A4 such directed 
cycles, it follows that one of them, say C, must have capacity > m + k. Reducing 
of m + k the capacity of each arrow in the cycle C, we obtain a connected network 
in which each vertex has the same total capacity for arrows which end at it as for 
those which start at it, with obvious exceptions for source and sink. By elementary 
graph theory, this new network admits a traversal. Hence, there is a traversal U’ of 
N,(U) going through C m + k consecutive times. This yields a factor wm fkw’ of u’. 
Since SEX”‘+~=X~, we have SEW m+k~‘= wmw’. Hence, if we reduce of k the 
capacity of each arrow in C, we obtain a network with a traversal given by a word 
U” such that N,(u)~~,k~~(u”) (where ,D = 1 +Mm + (M- 1)k) and p(u) = I. 
It follows that, whenever N,(u)6,,kN,,(u), we must have @$u)=p(u). Hence, ~1 
factors through F,-,,,,,, fD,(r) and so SE Corn *D, . 0 
The following contains a result of Therien and Weiss [18]: 
Theorem 3.3. Let V= [exfyezf =ezfyexf (e= t:, f = t,W)J. Then 
Com*D=(Com*D)F= V. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2 and since the operators - * - and -F behave well with 
respect to directed unions, 
( > 
F 
Com*D= U Com*D,= U Com*D, =(Com*D)F. 
fl>l n>1 
By (a small part of) Theorem 3.1, every semigroup S in Corn *D satisfies exfyezf = 
ezfyexf where e and f are arbitrary idempotents in S since S lies in some Corn *D, 
and this variety satisfies the identity 3.2. Hence (Corn * D)F c V. 
Now, suppose SE V. Let n = ISI. We first claim SE Corn *D,. By Theorem 3.1, 
it suffices to verify SE T,. So, let u = LJ be an identity in T, and let p : C(W)+ -+ S 
be any homomorphism. Let w1 and w2 be the leftmost nonempty factors of 
minimum length of h,(u) and t,(u) respectively such that &w,) and p(w2) are 
idempotents (cf. [9, Proposition 111.9.2]), and let e = &wr) and f = p(w2). Let ur be 
the shortest prefix of u such that Iur I> n and tn(ul) = t,(u). Then we have factoriza- 
tions u,=u;w,u~=u;w2$with Iu;wl/sn and Iw2u;15n. If lu~l>lu;i, then wr is a 
factor of t,(u) and w2 is a factor of h,(u), and so Iw,J = jw21 and lu;l= ju;l by the 
definition of wr and w2. Hence a?(ul)=u,(u;.wrwlu;)=ul(u;w,u4w2u~) for some u4 
with 14 L n. Applying this same argument to the other two paths between source 
and sink in N,(U), we find out that, for some a,b,c,s, t ES, p(u)=seafbecft and 
p(u) =secfbeaft. Since SE V, we conclude that p(u) = p(u). Hence S I= u = u, esta- 
blishing SE Corn * D, . 0 
We conclude this section with the solution of the equation X* D = Corn *D. For 
this purpose, we first indicate a simple calculation involving the pseudovariety 
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The following result is a well-known property of the operator - *D (see, e.g., [20]). 
For a pseudovariety V, let LV denote the class of all semigroups S all of whose sub- 
monoids eSe (e E S, e2 = e) lie in V. 
Lemma 3.4. For any pseudovariety V, (LV) *D = LV. 
Proof. Since the operator L_ also behaves well with respect to directed unions, it 
suffices to consider the case when V is defined by identities. We show that, if every 
submonoid eSe (e E S, e2 = e) of a finite semigroup S satisfies an identity u = u, then 
so does every submonoid fS * Tf (f E S * T, f 2 = f) of any semidirect product S * T 
with TED. Indeed, an idempotent of S* T is of the form (a,e) with e2=e and 
a = a + ea. Thus, ta = ta + ea for any t E T, so that, in particular, ea is an idempotent. 
Hence, for si ,..., S,ES and t, ,..., t,ET, 
(a7 e)h tl >(a, 4@2, t2) . . . (a, e)(s,, t, )(a, 4 
=(a+es,+etla+es2+et2a+~~~+es,+et,a,e) 
=(a+ea+(es,+etla)+ea+(es2+et2a)+ea+~~~ 
+ ea + (es, + et,a) + ea, e). 
Hence, any identity satisfied by ea + S + ea also holds in (a, e)S * T(a, e). 0 
In particular, since Wm,k=L[xm+k=~m], we have W,,,k*D= W,,,k. 
Before stating the last result of this section, we introduce the following two 
pseudovarieties: 
G= [x”=l] (all finite groups), 
‘4 = [[xw+i- -xw 1 (all finite ‘aperiodic’ semigroups) 
where xw = 1 abbreviates x”y = yxw = y and x0’ ’ abbreviates xwx. 
Theorem 3.5. For a pseudovariety W, 
W*D= [exfyezf=ezfyexf (e=tr, f=tr)] 
if and only if Corn c WC Corn *D. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3, this result amounts to the equivalence 
W*D=Com*D * Come WcCom*D. 
Since our semidirect product of pseudovarieties is associative and D *D = D (whose 
proof amounts to a trivial calculation), clearly W * D = Corn * D for any W such that 
Corn c WC Corn *D. 
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Conversely, suppose W*D = Corn *D. Since Gfl Corn c Corn *II, by [9, Corollary 
V.9.41, Gfl Corn G W. Next, suppose A fICom$Z W. Then A nCom$L. Wfl Corn so 
that there is a positive integer m such that WnCom~xwym=Y”yw+m (cf. [l, 
Theorem 8.71). Hence WI= (x”yx”)” = (x~~x~)~~+~ and so this pseudoidentity 
also holds in W * D by Lemma 3.4. This contradicts W * D = Corn * D since the in- 
dicated pseudoidentity fails in the monoid with presentation (a; am+ ’ = LI~+~), 
which is commutative and therefore lies in Corn *D. 
Since Corn = (A n Corn))) (Gn Corn) (see, e.g., [l]), we conclude that Corn c W, 
as desired. 0 
4. The variety Corn,,, *D, 
Recall that Corn,, k = [xy =yx, xm + k =x”] and let Com,,k = (Corn,? k)F. We carry 
out in this section our basic program to characterize COml,k*D. Let _Z,,k be the 
union of T, (cf. Section 3) with the set of all identities in the variables xl, . . . ,x,,+* 
of the form u = u where N,(U) is a cycle of length at most n + 1 of capacity k + 1 
and N,(o) is the same cycle with capacity 1. In particular, _E,,k contains the follow- 
ing identities: 
a:x~...x,yx~...x,zx~...x,=x~...x,zx~...x,yx~...x,, 
j&:(x I... &.)m+k+‘X I... xP=(Xr...X,)m+lXt...Xp 
where y=x,+,, 2=x,+2, 1lr~rz-t 1, n=mrfp, and Osp<r. For instance, the 
identities p,., k include the following: 
l,kIX 
n+k+l p =xn+‘, 
P n+l.k :(xl...X,y)k+~X1...X,=X*...X,yX1...X, 
wherex=xl, Y=-%+l. Let r,,k=(a;Pl,k,...,Pn+l,k). 
Proposition 4.1. The set r,,, is a basis of Z,,k. 
Proof. We need to show that every identity in z,,k is a consequence of r,,k. This 
is clear for identities in 2&\ T, since each such identity can be obtained from an 
appropriate br,k by simply renaming the variables. More generally, if N,(w) is a 
cycle of capacity q and w’ is such that N,(w’) is the same cycle with capacity q + k, 
then r,, k I- w = w’. 
Consider next an identity u = v in Tn. Let uh = h,(u) and z+ = t,(u). Then, the 
three paths between source and sink in N,(U) (see (3.1)) yield factorizations 
UhWl = w;u,, Ut Y2 = w;u,, 7 &,,‘+=w;u, (4.1) 
for some words wr, w2, w3, w;, w& w;, with 
u=uhwrw2ws, u=uhwjw2w,. (4.2) 
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If we write ]ut] at a certain position in a word to indicate that a factor of ut ends 
at that point, and the occurrences of these factors do not overlap, then, for a suffi- 
ciently large multiple q of k, 
&l-u= w;u,w2wj by (4.2) and (4.1) 
= W;UtW2Ws(W2W$ by an appropriate Pr,k 
=~hw1w2w3(w2%)4 by (4.1) 
= uhwl wZ(w, ~2)qw3(w2w3)q by an appropriate Pr,k 
=~hW1W2W,]~,]W2(WlW2)q-1W3]~t](W2W3)q]~t] by (4.1) 












&kt-uV=hWsW2Wi by (4.2) 
=L4h(W3W2)2qW3 W2Wl by an appropriate & 
= uhW3]&](W2W3)q]%](W2W3)qW2W1]u,] by (4.1) 
= uhW3(W2w3)qW2W1(w2W3)q by a 
= uhW3WZWdW2W3)’ 
= v(w2w3)4= u 
by an appropriate Pr,k 
by (4.3). 0 
Theorem 4.2. The following are equivalent for a nontrivial identity u = v: 
(a) Cam,,, *D,t=u=!J; 
(b) ~,&@I,~~,(~); 
(c) T,,kFu=v; 
(4 Fcm,,, *D, (n + 2) k u = v. 
Proof. In view of Theorem 2.4, Corollary 2.5 and Proposition 4.1, it suffices to 
show that, for any identity u = v such that N,(u)O,,,N,(v), Z,,k k u = v. Suppose this 
statement is false and let u = u be a minimal counter-example in the sense that 
124 + Iu/ is minimal. 
By the argument given for the proof of Theorem 3.1, we may assume that the 
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underlying digraph of N,(U) is strongly connected. Thus, N,(U) must have a cycle 
at h,(u). Since, by Theorem 3.1, if U’ is any traversal of N,(U), then .Zn,kt-~= u’, 
we may assume that u and u have a common prefix w such that N,(w) is a cycle of 
capacity 1. Reducing of 1 the capacity in N,(U) and in N,(u) of each arrow appear- 
ing in N,(w), we obtain networks admitting traversals U’ and u’, respectively, such 
that N,(u’)&,$V,,(u’) and u = WU’, u = wu’ for some word w’. 
By the minimality of 1~1 +/u/, we cannot have N,(u’)B,,$Vn(6”). Hence, the 
capacity of each arrow in the cycle N,,(w) must be 1 in the network of one of the 
words u and u and at least k+ 1 in the other; say the arrows in this cycle have 
capacity 1 in N,(U). Since we chose this cycle so that u admits a traversal going 
through it and c, + t(u) = c, +, (u), it follows that, reducing of k+ 1 the capacity of 
the mentioned cycle in N,(u), we obtain a network which still admits a traversal. 
Hence, there is a traversal of N,(u) going k+ 1 consecutive times through the cycle 
N,(w). By an appropriate /3r,k, it follows that, if we reduce of k the capacity in 
N,(u) of each arrow in N,(w), then we obtain a network admitting a traversal u’ 
such that Zn,k+ u = u’. Since Iu/ + lull< Iul+ 10) and N,(u)B,,,N,(u’), by the minim- 
ality of u = u, we conclude that Z,,, k t- u = u’ and so _Z,,k + u = u. This contradiction 
establishes the validity of the theorem. q 
Our proof of Theorem 4.2 was inspired by Trahtman [21]. Trahtman’s main result 
is a slight variation of the equivalence (b) Q (c) of the case k= 1 of Theorem 4.2. 
Let 
P,,,k = 1 I.4 = u: -%(@l,kNn(u)~ 
and let 
pk= u Pn,k. 
n>l 
The following theorem contains (as the case k = 1) classical results of Brzozowski 
and Simon [7] and Simon [16]. 
Theorem 4.3. Corn,,, *D = Pk = LCom,,k . 
Proof. By Corollary 2.3, Comt,k *D = (Comi,k *D)F. Since D = U,,, , D,, is a directed 
union and Comi,k *D, = (Com,,k *D,)F=Pn,k by Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 4.2, 
it fOllOWS that Comi,k *D = P,,J. Moreover, using the identities a and j?,+ t,k 
we deduce the pseudoidentities xwyxwzxw=xw~xwyxw and (~~yx~)~+’ =xwyxw, 
respectively, which define LComi,k. Hence Pkc LComi,k and it remains to be 
shown that LCom ,&cPk. Weclaim that, for SELComi,k, c=lSJ, andn=(c+l)! 
we have SEP,,k, which will complete the proof. 
Let s ,, . . . ,s,, t,, t2 E S. Then there are s’, e, S” E S with e2 = e and s1 . . . s, = s’es” (cf. 
[9, Proposition 111.9.21). Hence, since SE LCom, 
s, . . . s,t,s1 . ..s.tg, . . . s,=s’e. s”t,s’. e. snt2d- es” 
= s’e . s”t,s’ . e . s”t,s’ . es” 
=Sl...S,t,S ,... s,tg ,... s, 
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so that SE a. Next, let r, m, p be as in the definition of /3r,k and let sr, . . . , s, E S. If 
r<c, then rnzc! by the choice of n and so (sr . . . s,)~ = (sr . . . s,.)~, whence SE/~,, . 
If r 2 c, then, as above, sr . . . s, = s’es” for some s’, e, s” E S with e2 = e, so that, since 
SELCom,,k, 
(s r . . . s,)= =s’es”s’es”=s’(es”s’e)’ +k n s =(~‘es”)*+~=(si ...sr)2+k 
yielding S Epr,k in case m > 0. The case m = 0, r = n + 1 is much easier and is left for 
the reader to check. El 
Problem 4.4. We have seen that the varieties Corn *D, and Comr,k *D, (k, n > 0) 
are finitely based. We conjecture that every variety of the form V*D, with 
I/G Corn is finitely based (Perkins [13] showed that I’ itself is finitely based in this 
case). For pseudovarieties, in view of the results of this paper and those presented 
by Tilson [20], it appears to be reasonable to ask whether every pseudovariety of 
the form V * D with Vc Corn is finitely based (i.e., it admits a finite basis of pseudo- 
identities). In this connection, we observe that we conjectured in [2] that every 
pseudovariety of commutative semigroups is finitely based, a result which we have 
already established and will appear in a forthcoming paper. 
Theorem 4.5. For a pseudovariety W, W * D = LCom,,k if and only if Com,,k c_ 
WcLComl,k. 
Proof. If Comr,k G W, then LComr,k _ C W*D by Theorem 4.3. On the other hand, 
if WCLC~~,,,, then W*D~lXorn,,~ by Lemma 3.4. 
Suppose now that W * D = LCom,$. Then WC LComl& since we always have 
WS W*V. Suppose further that Comr,kg W. Since Comr,k=SIV(&) where 
SI = Corn,, 1 and (&> denotes the pseudovariety generated by the cyclic group Z, 
(cf. [l]), then either Slg W or i&e W. The second possibility is ruled out just as in 
the proof of Theorem 3.5. 
In case SI $Z W, for every SE W there is an identity u = u such that SE u = IJ and 
SI ,E u = u. Then c(u) #c(u) and so, substituting yw for one variable that appears on 
one side of u = u but not on the other and xw for every other variable, multiplying 
both u and u on the left and on the right by x0, and raising both sides to w, we 
deduce that S kxw = (x”y”x”)“. Hence this pseudoidentity holds in W and there- 
fore also in W * D = L&m,& by Lemma 3.4. But this is absurd since SI G LComr,k . 
Hence Sl c W. 0 
Problem 4.6. Theorems 3.5 and 4.5 lead naturally to the question as to whether the 
solution set of an equation X * D = V is always empty or an interval of the lattice 
of pseudovarieties of semigroups. If this solution set is not empty, it obviously 
admits V as a maximum. Thus, the above question is equivalent to asking whether 
an equation X * D = V which admits some solution always admits a minimum solu- 
tion. 
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